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Abstract
We propose a metatheoretic approach to the de,nition of operational and abstract concur-
rent semantics for systems where name handling is a key issue. The main ingredients of our
framework are connectors and tile logic. The former allow for the modeling of various kinds of
graph-like and term-like structures, which can be useful in representing system distribution and
causal histories. The latter is used to combine the use of connectors in space and in time (i.e.,
according to con,gurations and computations). As a detailed case study, we show how to de,ne
a concurrent operational semantics and causal weak bisimilarity for a 0avor of basic parallel
processes. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Distributed systems; Concurrent and causal semantics; Tile logic; Algebras of connectors;
Wirings; Process rewrite systems; Basic parallel processes
0. Introduction
New technologies and the di6usion of wide area networks have had a great impact
on the role of nowadays concept of computation, where issues like distribution, inter-
action, reactivity and coordination have become central and call for adequate formal
models. The growth of many successful proposals for new calculi, each with its own
distinguishing features, is a faithful witness of this situation: -calculus [69] for name
mobility, HO [77] for process mobility, spi-calculus [1] with encryption primitives for
the analysis of secure protocols, join calculus [42] for guaranteeing the locality principle
in distributed implementations, action calculi [68] for separating name handling from
controls and handling encapsulation of agents, ambients [25] for studying the distribu-
tion of processes, mobile and dynamic nets [3,22] for network recon,gurability, just to
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cite a few well-known examples. However, the operational semantics of many of the
aforementioned calculi require ad hoc techniques for dealing with interesting issues
like, distribution, name handling, causal histories, which can hardly be automatically
handled via standard speci,cation formats. This is also the case of located CCS [9],
whose abstract semantics requires a specialized bisimulation, and of calculi equipped
with history preserving bisimilarities.
In this paper, we focus on a mathematical setting that exploits analogies in the rep-
resentation of names, locations and causal links and that thus can serve as a general
purpose metamodel to be instantiated to several cases of interest. We then show in
detail an application to the simple case study of basic parallel processes with weak
synchronization, de,ning a concurrent operational semantics and a causal abstract se-
mantics, which is shown to coincide with bisimilarity via causal trees [33]. Finally,
we informally discuss the treatment of other features like mobility and restriction on
the basis of [40,70].
To characterize the kernel of properties, which are common to the features we want
to model, and for which a uniform mathematical treatment is feasible, we rely on
our joint work with Gadducci [14,15], where a small set of connectors is proposed,
which can be used for modeling, e.g., communication infrastructures, spatial distribu-
tion of system components, partial orders of actions. In particular, these connectors can
interact according to a small number of algebraic laws, which precisely characterize
di6erent kinds of mathematical entities (all closed under sequential composition), like
relations, partial orders, and partitions. Given this correspondence, when modeling a
system, we can choose which subset of connectors to employ and ,x a few axioms
for ,nitely generating the mathematical setting of connections we are interested in. It
is worth remarking that all the structures considered in [15] admit normal form repre-
sentations. Moreover, the various classes for connectors can be easily represented and
manipulated in logical languages like Maude [28] (of the OBJ family [49]). In fact,
Maude (as well as other languages supporting algebraic speci,cations and rewriting
mechanisms) allows for eJcient rewriting over a mixing of associativity, commutativ-
ity, identity, idempotency and -conversion, which are the common axioms involved
in the algebras of connectors. The process of speci,cation and prototyping can then be
accelerated and conveniently tested.
As semantic framework, we ,nd it convenient to take tile logic (TL) [45]. In fact,
TL is to some extent parametric with respect to the algebras of states and observ-
able actions, and it is adequate for expressing (and exploiting) the analogies between
these two algebras. Like process calculi (PC), which usually consist of a term alge-
bra for processes (possibly up to some axiomatic structural congruence), together with
a labeled transition system (LTS) or a reduction system (in the style of Berry and
Boudol’s chemical abstract machine [6]) inductively de,ned on the state structure, TL
reconciles the algebraic structure of states with the coalgebraic view of computations.
Moreover, analogously to the theory of SOS speci,cation formats [35,7,50], several tile
speci6cation formats [45,12] have been developed for de,ning compositional abstract
semantics. As argued in [12], TL is reminiscent of context systems [6] and hence de-
signed to handle both closed terms and open terms in a uniform way (also analogously
to Rensink’s conditional transition systems [75]).
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Our aim is to combine connectors and TL to de,ne a general speci,cation paradigm
based on algebraic representations of term-like and graph-like structures, which can
o6er a valid semantic framework for concurrency in distributed, reactive and open sys-
tems. We end up with a taxonomy of categories of connectors, which can be extended
to the two-dimensional tile paradigm in a standard way, allowing us to model di6er-
ent features of distributed settings in a uniform way. Moreover, we can apply known
results and proof mechanisms from tile theory for studying abstract properties such as
observational congruences and adequacy of the concurrent semantics with respect to
interleaving.
0.1. An algebra of connectors
The key notion we need is that of link to names. In fact, names are to some extent
multi-purpose tags that can be attached to e.g. resources, locations, objects, functions,
channels, messages, memory cells and even to relevant events in the past history of
the computation. The information about sharing is often more important than names
themselves (think e.g. of bound names that can be freely -converted, and of canonical
naming as in the De Brujin notation). Having multiple links to the same name means
that the name is shared, while having at disposal no link to a name means that the
name is private and cannot be accessed from the outside.
Many mathematical structures have been recently proposed for expressing graph-
like representations of name-based systems. They range from the :ownomial calculus
of SM tefNanescu [26,78], to the bicategories of processes of Walters [56,57], to the in-
teraction combinators of Lafont [60], to the pre-monoidal categories of Power and
Robinson [73,55], to the action structures of Milner [68], to the interaction categories
of Abramsky [2], to the sharing graphs of Hasegawa [51] and to the gs-monoidal cat-
egories of Corradini and Gadducci [29,30], just to mention a few (other references are
[31,44,47,53,76]). Similarly to [29,30], we ,x a ,rst-order term-like notation which is
reminiscent of Lawvere’s theories [62], but requires a di6erent axiomatization of the
auxiliary operators involved in the construction. It is noteworthy that most of the above
structures can be seen as enrichments over symmetric monoidal categories, which form
the basis for the description of distributed environments in terms of the so-called “wire
and box” diagrams.
The informal wire and box notation gives an intuitive, visual understanding of the
name sharing mechanism: Wires represent links from and to names, while boxes, la-
beled with operators in a signature , represent the modules interconnected in the
system. Connection points between wires and boxes are marked by the sort of the cor-
responding name (i.e., the type of the wire). When composing systems, it is essential
to know which names are private and which ones are public, therefore public names
form an input and an output interface, represented by untied left-end or right-end of
wires. Moreover, the basic operations of sequential and (disjoint) parallel composition
for building larger diagrams arise naturally (see Fig. 1).
Fig. 2 shows three examples of wire and box diagrams: on the left, a component C
has two identical subcomponents p; in the center, D has two connections to the same
subcomponent q. Both systems have empty input interfaces and unary output interfaces.
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Fig. 1. A generic wire and box diagram and two ways of composing diagrams.
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Fig. 2. Examples: three wire and box diagrams.
For denoting these situations as terms, we can write C(p;p) in the ,rst case, but we
must write e.g. let x= q in D(x; x), instead of D(q; q), to faithfully describe the
sharing of q (the same resource q, denoted by a local name x, is referenced twice in
the context D). This distinction plays a signi,cant role when dealing with distributed
systems, as distinct instances of the same resource can evolve independently (possibly
nondeterministically), while the evolution of a shared component must be coordinated
with all the contexts it is linked to. The rightmost diagram in Fig. 2 represents a
situation which we shall exploit further in our case study: a system is composed by
three components (i.e., p, q and r) that are attached via several connectors to the
output interface. We can think of the interface 〈x; y; z〉 as a list of places, encoding
some information about the past history of the system (e.g., which process spawned the
components). It is evident that p is linked to x and y, while q is connected to x, y and
z, and r is linked to z. But what about p and z? If links were undirected, then there
is a path connecting p to z, but if instead links were directed (e.g., from left to right),
then p cannot see z. The answer lies in the algebraic laws of connectors: we shall see
that both situations are possible and that the di6erence is given by just one axiom. A
unambiguous notation for denoting the third diagram can be p[x; y] | q[x; y; z] | r[z] (for
directed links), which is di6erent from p[x; y; z] | q[x; y; z] | r[x; y; z] (associated with
undirected links).
The wire and box notation clearly separates the signature (i.e., the basic modules)
from the auxiliary structure which can be used for coordination (i.e., wires or connec-
tors). In particular, in [15] it is shown that by imposing suitable wiring formats (e.g.,
that at most one wire can exit from a name) it is possible to characterize very di6er-
ent frameworks which can encode, e.g., Petri net processes, contextual net processes,
relations, partitions, partial orders, and multi-sets of traces. At the algebraic level, they
correspond to di6erent ways of combining four auxiliary operators: duplicator ∇ (for
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Fig. 3. A generic tile.
sharing names), discharger ! (for hiding names), co-duplicator T (for matching names),
and co-discharger ¡ (for creating names).
0.2. A two-dimensional logic
Connectors can be employed both in “space” (to describe the topology of the system,
i.e., its structure or syntax) and in “time” (to express behavioral observation, i.e., for
abstract semantics). Nevertheless, the common underlying algebraic representation of
connectors suggests that some interplay might naturally occur between their structural
and semantic usages, which is one of the main issues in moving from rewriting logic
to tile logic.
Rewriting logic (RL) [65] gives the basis for reduction semantics, lifting the structure
of states to the level of (concurrent) computations. It o6ers both a semantic and log-
ical framework, where many di6erent languages and systems can be straightforwardly
encoded and many other logics can be naturally represented. Notably, several pro-
gramming languages based on rewriting logic have been developed (e.g., Maude [28],
ELAN [74] and CafeObj [37]). However, as noticed in [46], RL is not designed around
interaction and coordination issues, which must be recovered via suitable encodings.
Tile logic extends rewriting logic (in the unconditional case) by taking into account
state changes with side e6ects and rewriting synchronization. Basically, a set of rules
describes the behavior of open con6gurations, which may interact through their inter-
faces. The name “tile” is due to the graphical representation of such rules, which have
the form shown in Fig. 3, also written as  : s a→
b
t, stating that the initial con6guration
s of the system evolves to the 6nal con6guration t via the tile , producing the e;ect
b. However, such a step is allowed only if the subcomponents of s (i.e., the arguments
of the context s) evolve to the subcomponents of t, producing the e6ect a, which acts
as the trigger for the execution of . Triggers and e6ects are called observations and
tile vertices are called interfaces. The arrows s, a, b and t give the border of . The
interfaces shared between con,gurations and observations represent the way in which
the two dimensions are connected. In fact, con,gurations and observations are just ar-
rows in two distinct monoidal categories having the same set of objects. In particular,
the categories we consider are those freely generated starting from suitable signatures
and enriched with the auxiliary connectors of interest.
Tiles can be composed horizontally, in parallel, and vertically to generate larger steps.
Horizontal composition yields rewriting synchronization: the e6ect of the ,rst tile acts
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Fig. 4. Horizontal, parallel and vertical tile compositions.
as trigger for the second tile, and the resulting tile expresses the synchronized behavior
of both. The operation of parallel composition corresponds to building concurrent steps,
where two (or more) disjoint con,gurations can concurrently evolve. Of course, the
border of a concurrent step is the parallel composition of the borders of each component
of the step. Vertical composition models the execution of a sequence of steps starting
from an initial con,guration. It corresponds to sequential composition of computations.
The three compositions are illustrated in Fig. 4.
Given a set of basic tiles, the associated tile logic is obtained by adding some
canonical “auxiliary” tiles and then closing by (the three kinds of) composition both
auxiliary and basic tiles. Analogously to rewrite rules in rewriting logic, tiles can be
seen as sequents in tile logic, with tile compositions yielding the inference mechanism
for deriving new sequents. Thus, tile logic o6ers a two-dimensional Curry–Howard
analogy, where borders are types, i.e. formulas, and tiles are terms, i.e. proofs: Type
inhabitance means ,nding a tile with a certain border (and of course, it may happen
that di6erent tiles have the same border).
Auxiliary tiles are the two-dimensional counterparts of (one-dimensional) connectors.
Therefore, when the same connectors are used on the horizontal and vertical dimen-
sions, auxiliary tiles model the “sliding” of connections from one dimension to the
other through tile vertices. As an example, auxiliary tiles may be introduced that ac-
commodate consistent sharing of names in the two dimensions. In this paper, we shall
give just an informal view of the categorical models of tile logic (expressed by suitable
monoidal double categories [45,18,19]), and of the equational algebra of proof terms
decorating tile sequents. We shall instead pursue the view of tile logic as a concurrent
operational machinery, where trigger=e6ect pairs are labels that provide a natural way
of expressing abstract semantics of open systems (e.g., via traces, tile bisimulation and
coalgebraic techniques [32]).
By analogy with the theory of SOS formats, several speci,cation formats have been
de,ned for tiles, e.g.: (a) the monoidal tile format [67] and the process tile format
[16], which have monoidal structures of both con,gurations and observations (i.e., lin-
ear terms); (b) the algebraic tile format [45], which has cartesian con,gurations and
monoidal observations; and (c) the term tile format [16], which has cartesian con-
,gurations and observations. Moreover, the so-called basic source syntactic constraint
guarantees that tile bisimilarity is a congruence for (a) and (c), while for the algebraic
format the congruence is guaranteed for closed terms only [12].
Intuitively, the fact that the basic source works ,ne for the monoidal and the carte-
sian tile format but not for the algebraic tile format suggests that having analogous
horizontal and vertical structures allows for proving stronger results. Therefore, the
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idea is to encourage the use of the same algebra of horizontal and vertical connectors,
so that a two-dimensional connector (also dynamic connector) is just any tile that ex-
presses the consistency between its corresponding horizontal and vertical connections.
In other words, the categorical perspective and the graphical representation of tiles both
suggest that two-dimensional connectors must be commuting squares in the category of
connectors. Informally, two-dimensional connectors have the main task of propagating
e6ects through horizontal connectors, preserving the correct correspondences. Driven
by the results in [16,18,19], we take as connectors all tiles  : s a→
b
t, where all s, a, b
and t are obtained as compositions of one-dimensional basic connectors and such that
s; b′= a′; t, for a′ and b′ the horizontal counterparts of the vertical connectors a and b
(uniquely determined by the analogy between horizontal and vertical connectors).
As a ,rst result, we show that two-dimensional connectors can be ,nitely generated
and axiomatized according to a very simple scheme whenever one-dimensional con-
nectors can. Since this is the case of all the structures considered in [15], then we are
con,dent that the resulting metamodel (which is parametric with respect to horizontal
and vertical signatures, the algebra of connectors, and the operational moves de,ned
by basic tiles) is general enough to cover several cases of interest.
0.3. An example from basic process algebras
In the literature, tiles have been already applied to many formalisms, e.g., CCS-
like calculi, located CCS, -calculus and actors. Nevertheless, no uniform approach
to provide such calculi with a causal and concurrent operational semantics has been
de,ned. In this paper, we focus on such an approach for systems whose abstract view
of states is similar to the one illustrated in the rightmost diagram of Fig. 2: There
are several components (which are to some extent similar to the tokens of a Petri
net) and an output interface of the system (essentially a list of names). Between
them, suitable connectors establish the internal interaction between components and the
external interaction between components and any environment attached to the interface.
An input interface can also be present, whose names can be of course connected with
components and names in the output interface. Operationally, each component must be
able to express all of its possible behaviors, also those that require some coordination
with other components. In doing this, suitable e6ects can be produced that must be
propagated through horizontal connectors and eventually coordinated; a task which is
assigned to two-dimensional connectors, as we already noticed.
The simplest example that ,ts our aim is based on a description of in,nite state
concurrent systems in the style of PA-processes [5,63] and process rewrite systems
[64], where a smaller set of basic operators (namely parallel and sequential compo-
sition) is considered with respect to CCS-like calculi, while action pre,x, (guarded)
choice and recursion are directly encoded in the operational semantics, in the form
of basic labeled rewrite rules. In particular, we rely on the subclass of basic parallel
processes (BPP), whose processes t are just the empty process , constants in a count-
ably in,nite set Const= {X; Y; : : :}, or the (associative, commutative and with unit )
parallel composition t1 ‖ t2 of two other processes t1 and t2. The operational semantics
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is obtained by closing a set  of basic rules (each having the form X a→ t for a an
action taken in a countably in,nite set Act= {a; b; : : :}) with respect to free concurrent
application in any parallel composition, i.e., according to the classi,cation of [64], we
rely on BPP(1,P) processes (the symbols in parentheses denote the forms of sources
and targets of basic transitions, hence 1 means that the sources of basic transitions are
single constants, while P means that any ,nite parallel composition of constants can
be taken as target). Note that since  is ,nite, only a ,nite number of actions and
constants must be considered, although Act and Const can be countably in,nite.
Pre,xes are encoded in transition labels, guarded choice is given by inserting multiple
basic transitions having the same constant as source (e.g. X a→Z ‖W and X b→Y ‖Y ),
and (guarded) recursion is obtained by allowing the re-use in the transition target of
the same symbol in the source, as in X a→Y ‖X ‖Y .
The idea is to combine the use of connectors and tiles to equip BPP(1,P) with:
(1) synchronization between otherwise communication-free processes; (2) causality in-
formation based on abstract locations; (3) weak observational semantics, giving a sat-
isfactory account of causality, in the style of Darondeau and Degano’s causal trees
[33,34]; and (4) a concurrent operational semantics, i.e., a concurrent implementa-
tion (as opposed to concurrent abstract semantics). We call WS-BPP(1,P) the resulting
process paradigm (the pre,x “ws” stands for weakly synchronized). We shall state a
formal correspondence between ordinary labeled transitions of WS-BPP(1,P) processes
and tiles and prove that tile bisimilarity coincide with the causal weak bisimilarity of
Darondeau and Degano [33].
0.4. Structure of the paper
Section 1 introduces the basic notation and concepts about our algebraic view of
connectors (Section 1.1) and tile logic (Section 1.2). Section 2 presents the original
results about the characterization of dynamic connectors which will constitute the basis
of our metamodel. Section 3 focuses on the application of our paradigm to the study
of causal and concurrent semantics for WS-BPP(1,P) processes. Section 4 discusses fur-
ther applications of our metamodel, sketching a comparison with related work in the
literature.
1. Background
1.1. Normal forms for algebras of connectors
We recall here a categorical view of connectors, along the lines traced in [15].
Essentially, connectors represent suitable enrichments of monoidal categories and, as it
is argued by various authors (cf. surveys in [15,30]), these structures allow to recast
the usual notion of term over a signature in a more general setting. Moreover, the
progressive enrichment of a basic theory with additional connectors generates several
di6erent models, where the notions of relation, partial order, partition, and many others
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can be represented and compared. In particular, a key role is played by the way in
which the various connectors can interact.
A category C can be seen as a graph with nodes in O and arrows in A, together
with a total map id :O→A that associates an arrow idx : x→ x with each object x∈O,
and a partial, associative operation for sequential composition of arrows ; :A×A→A
that is de,ned if and only if the target of its ,rst argument matches the source of its
second argument: whenever f : x→y and g :y→ z are arrows of C then f; g : x→ z
is an arrow, and for all f : x→y we have idx;f=f=f; idy. As usual, we will often
denote the arrow idx by the object name x itself. The obvious notion of morphism
between categories (mapping arrows into arrows and objects into objects) must preserve
the categorical structure (source, target, identities and sequential composition) and is
called functor.
In what follows, we will sometimes refer to the opposite category Cop of a category
C as the category having the same objects as C, but where the direction of the arrows
is reversed (e.g., if f : x→y and g :y→ z are arrows of C, then fop :y→ x, gop : z→y
and gop;fop = (f; g)op). When no confusion can arise, we shall omit the superscript
(·)op from arrow symbols.
For simplicity, we restrict to categories strictly preserving the additional structure;
and, in particular, to monoidal structures where the tensor product is strictly associative
and with unit, instead of being so only up to a canonical isomorphism. This allows us
to focus on the overall presentation of the monoidal structure itself as a suitable data
type, at the same time easing the notation.
Denition 1. A (strict) monoidal category (MC) is a triple 〈C;⊗; e〉, where C is
the underlying category, the tensor product ⊗ :C×C→C is a functor satisfying the
associative law (t1⊗ t2)⊗ t3 = t1⊗ (t2⊗ t3), and the unit e is an object of C satisfying
the identity law t1⊗ e= t1 = e⊗ t1, for all arrows t1, t2 and t3.
As a matter of terminology, given two functors F;G :C→D, we use the term trans-
formation (from F to G) to denote a family $ of arrows in D indexed by the objects
of C, such that $x :F(x)→G(x) for all objects x in C. It is a natural transformation
if F(f); $y = $x;G(f) for any arrow f : x→y in C.
Denition 2. A symmetric monoidal category (SMC) is a 4-tuple 〈C;⊗; e; %〉, where
〈C;⊗; e〉 is a MC, and % :−1⊗−2⇒−2⊗−1 is a natural transformation satisfying the
coherence axioms %x⊗y; z =(x⊗ %y; z); (%x; z ⊗y) and %x; y; %y; x = x⊗y, for all x; y; z.
Note that, the naturality of symmetries in a SMC 〈C;⊗; e; %〉 amounts to say that for
all arrows f : x→y and g : z→w we have (f⊗ g); %y;w = %x; z; (g⊗f).
We shall consider connectors which can all be expressed as suitable categorical
transformations. Symmetries and connectors can also be nicely illustrated via the wire
and box notation. For example, the symmetry %x; y can be seen as the crossing of wires
in Fig. 5 (left), and consequently the coherence axioms can be drawn as in Fig. 5
(center and right), while the naturality of % is represented in Fig. 6. (The labels x, y
and z denote typing information associated with wires.)
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Fig. 5. Symmetries: the wire and box notation.
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=
Fig. 6. Wire and box representation of the naturality axiom for symmetries.
The constructive de,nition of algebraic theories [62] as symmetric monoidal cat-
egories, enriched with two natural transformations (duplicator and discharger), dates
back to the mid-seventies [52,72], even if it has received a new stream of attention in
these days. With respect to the usual presentation via universal properties (or equiva-
lently, the ordinary description of terms by means of the metaoperation of substitution),
it emphasizes and separates very nicely the “link structure” from the term signature .
The naturality axioms for these transformations express a controlled form of data shar-
ing and garbaging. This intuition is further con,rmed by the results in [30], where it
is shown that, if these axioms are missing (i.e., if duplicators and dischargers are just
transformations), then the corresponding gs-monoidal theory is the natural framework
for the representation of term graphs [4] (the pre,x “gs” comes indeed from graph sub-
stitution). In this section we propose a taxonomy for these enriched structures, which
are essentially built on duplicators, dischargers, and their “opposite” versions.
A duplicator ∇ is a transformation from the identity functor on C to the functor
D;⊗=−1⊗−1 obtained by pre-composing the monoidal tensor product by the diagonal
functor D :C→C×C (with D(f)= (f;f) for all f∈C). A discharger ! is a transfor-
mation between the identity on C and the constant functor that sends everything into
the unit e.
Moreover, the following coherence axioms must be satis,ed:
∇x⊗y = (∇x ⊗∇y); (x ⊗ %x;y ⊗ y) !x⊗y =!x⊗!y ∇e =!e = id e
∇x; (∇x ⊗ x) = ∇x; (x ⊗∇x) ∇x; %x;x = ∇x ∇x; (!x ⊗ x) = x
This situation is sometimes referred to in the literature by saying that each object is
equipped with a co-monoid structure [43], while, after [30], we denote such a structured
category as gs-monoidal. If ∇ and ! are natural (i.e., if they satisfy f;∇y =∇x; (f⊗f)
and f; !y = !x for all f : x→y), then the category is cartesian. We shall omit the
subscripts from connector components (e.g., by writing ∇ instead of ∇x) when the
object name is obvious from the context.
Similarly, co-duplicators Tx : x⊗ x→ x and co-dischargers ¡x : e→ x must satisfy dual
coherence axioms, and we denote the resulting category as cogs-monoidal; when nat-
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Fig. 7. Four connectors in the wire and box notation: ∇x , !x , Tx and ¡x .
urality is also satis,ed, it yields co-cartesianity. The four connectors are illustrated in
Fig. 7. Wire and box representations for their coherence axioms can be found in [15].
There are various ways for the gs-monoidal and the cogs-monoidal structures to
interact. In particular, the following laws have been pointed out in the literature (see,
e.g., [24,27,15]):
∇x; Tx = x; (1)
Tx;∇x = (∇x ⊗∇x); (x ⊗ %x;x ⊗ x); (Tx ⊗Tx); (2)
Tx;∇x = (x ⊗∇x); (Tx ⊗ x); (3)
Tx;∇x = (∇x ⊗ x); (x ⊗Tx); (4)
¡x; !x = e; (5)
¡x;∇x = ¡x ⊗ ¡x; (6)
Tx; !x =!x⊗!x: (7)
As a set, these laws are of course redundant. For example, laws (3) and (4) are
equivalent, and they subsume law (2). At the same time, they are linked with naturality:
law (2) is e.g. satis,ed when the monoidal product is both cartesian and co-cartesian,
i.e., if the underlying category has biproducts.
Several subsets of the eight laws listed above have been studied in the literature,
usually as a model for various algebras of systems. Case studies range from the causal
streams of Ferrari and Mowbray (in joint work with the second author) [41] and the
:ownomials calculus proposed by CNazNanescu and SM tefNanescu [27,78], to the bicategories
of relations introduced by Carboni and Walters [23,24], and to the (co)span categories
considered in [13] by Gadducci (in joint work with the ,rst author).
The relevant axioms are graphically illustrated in Fig. 8, where axiom (4) is omitted
because equivalent to law (3). Table 1 summarizes the taxonomy of categories obtained
via several mixing of constructors. In particular, the ,rst four rows show whether
(co)duplicators and (co)dischargers are required, while the remaining six rows illustrate
the laws that regulate the interplay between duplicators, dischargers and their opposites.
The columns are devoted to each one of the categories presented. Entries are marked
with the symbol + if the objects of the category in the corresponding columns (which
are categories themselves) must satisfy the structural requirement associated with that
row. The symbol - is used otherwise.
Note that, for the sake of readability, we presented a graphical view of axioms
(1)–(3) and (5)–(7) in the ,rst column, which is reminiscent of the corresponding
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Fig. 8. Axioms (1)–(3) and (5)–(7) as wires and boxes.
Table 1
A taxonomy of connectors
ShCat GSCat coGSCat RMCat MShCat NBCat PMCat DGSCat TRMCat
∇ + + − + + − + + +
T − − + + + − + + +
! − + − + − + + + −
¡ − − + + − + + + +
=− − − − + + − + + +
X=, − − − + + − + + +
X= Z − − − − + − + + −
|−|= e − − − + − + + − −
|−≺= |= − − − + − − − − +
	−|==| − − − + − − − − −
wire and box diagrams in Fig. 8. For example, the category ShCat has share categories
as objects and share functors between them as arrows. The corresponding column tells
us that a share category is a SMC with duplicators. Share functors are just SMC functors
strictly preserving duplicators.
A more interesting example is given by RMCat, whose objects are r-monoidal
categories and whose arrows are R-monoidal functors. r-Monoidal categories have a
very rich structure, which includes all connectors, satisfying laws (1)–(2) and (5)–
(7). The name r-monoidal comes from the word relation, because Rel the category of
sets (as objects) and relations (as arrows) has that structure.
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Leaving aside gs-monoidal categories (i.e., the objects of GSCat), cogs-monoidal
categories (in coGSCat=GSCatop), match-share categories (in MShCat) and the
new-bang categories (in NBCat), let us mention also the p-monoidal categories of
PMCat, which are very similar to r-monoidal categories, except for the fact that the
stronger axiom (3) holds rather than just law (2), but that cannot be compared with
r-monoidal categories because laws (6)–(7) are not required.
The name p-monoidal comes from the word partition: in fact, the valid laws state
that it is not important the way in which two names are connected, but just the fact
that they are connected, i.e., the paths formed by connectors de,ne a partitioning of
input and output names. To some extent, axiom (3) imposes a sort of transitive (and
re0exive) closure on paths, which corresponds to the di6erence between a relation and
the partition it generates. Finally, p-monoidal categories are a particular instance of
dgs-monoidal categories (see row DGSCat).
Though any of the above structures has its own merit and can be exploited in the
two-dimensional tile setting, we shall focus on TRMCat which suits the case study
presented in the Introduction. The category TRMCat di6ers from RMCat in that
dischargers are not required, hence the name TRMCat, which stands for total relation.
Moreover, since ! is not considered, then axioms (5) and (7) must be relaxed.
We conclude this overview with an example, taken from [15], which illustrates how
to model (,nite) labeled partial orders by means of connectors. This representation is
in fact used for the observations of tiles in Section 3.
Example 3. Let L be a set of labels and L = {l : 1→ 1 | l∈L} be a special signa-
ture of unary operators associated with L. For any l∈L, let us denote by el the arrow
∇1; (id1⊗ l);T1 taken in the free r-monoidal category RM(L) generated by L. Given
the symmetric monoidal functor F :RM(L)→RM(L) de,ned by F(l)= el and be-
having as the identity on objects and connectors ∇, T, ! and ¡, we have that the
set F(RM(L)) [0; 0]=F(RM(L) [0; 0]) (i.e., the set of arrows from 0 to 0 in the
subcategory F(RM(L)) is isomorphic to the set of ,nite partial orders (E;) labeled
over L. The functor F has the task of selecting only arrows built using el as generators,
instead of l. In fact, by joining the source and target of l with those of an identity
in parallel with l via ∇1 and T1, the arrow el provides a direct connection from the
source of l to its target, and this short-circuit is transitively closed through sequential
composition thanks to axiom (2) of r-monoidal connectors.
Thus, given a generic arrow f∈F(RM(L)) [0; 0], the generators l appearing in f
become the events of the partial order (labeled by l), and two di6erent events e1, e2
are ordered as e1  e2 if there is a direct connection between the target of e1 and the
source of e2. We just take arrows from 0 to 0, because otherwise source and target
ranks should also be taken into account.
1.2. Tile logic
The tile model has been introduced in [45] as an extension of rewriting logic along
the intuition of context systems. While ordinary (unconditional) rewrite rules do not
rely on the interaction with the environment (they can be freely instantiated with any
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term and also contextualized inside any context), the goal of tiles is a reactive view
of the system, so that components can be designed in isolation and then composed
via their behavior. In fact, triggers and e6ects allow for modeling interaction where
also the interface of the component can be modi,ed, and this is possible only if also
the environment can accomplish this change, or vice versa, the component might be
required to o6er di6erent services on demand, which may involve some rearrangement
of its local network topology.
It is straightforward that rewrite rules are just a special case of tiles, whose triggers
and e6ects are identities. Moreover, being designed for application to concurrency, tiles
require a monoidal operation on states and observations, for parallel composition of
components.
Varying the algebraic structure of con,gurations and observations, tiles have been
used to model many di6erent aspects of dynamic and reactive systems, ranging from
synchronization of net transitions [20], to causal dependencies for located calculi and
,nitely branching approaches for asynchronous -calculus [40], to name handling in
synchronous -calculus [19] (where a higher-order version of tiles is used), to actor
systems [70]. Though at present no automated veri,cation tool is available which is
based directly on TL, some prototyping has been made possible for suitable TL speci,-
cation classes, via a conservative encoding in RL [16,17].
Denition 4. A tile system is a tuple R=(H;V; N; R) where H, V are monoidal
categories with the same set of objects OH=OV, N is the set of rule names and
R :N →H×V×V×H is a function such that for all ∈N , if R()= 〈s; a; b; t〉,
then s : x→y, a : x→ z, b :y→w, and t : z→w for suitable objects x, y, z and w. We
shall write such rule either as  : s a→
b
t, or as the tile
The category H is called horizontal and its arrows con6gurations. The category
V is called vertical and its arrows observations. The objects of H and V are called
interfaces.
Starting from the basic tiles R() of the system, more complex tiles can be con-
structed via horizontal, vertical and parallel compositions. Moreover, the horizontal and
vertical identities are always added to the system and composed with the basic tiles.
All this is illustrated in Fig. 9. Depending on the chosen tile format, H and V must
satisfy certain constraints and suitable auxiliary tiles are added and composed with
basic tiles and identities in all the possible ways. The set of resulting tiles (called :at
sequents) de,ne the :at tile logic associated with R. We say that s a→
b
t is entailed by
the logic, written Rf s a→
b
t, if the sequent s a→
b
t can be expressed as the composition
of basic and auxiliary tiles.
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R() = 〈s; a; b; t〉
s a−→
b
t
t : x → y ∈H
t x−→
y
t
a : x → z ∈V
x a−→
a
z
s a−→
b
t h b−→
c
f
s; h a−→
c
t;f
s a−→
b
t t : c−→
d
h
s
a;c−→
b;d
h
s a−→
b
t h c−→
d
f
s⊗ h a⊗c−→
b⊗d
t⊗f
Fig. 9. Inference rules for 0at tile logic: (from left to right, top to down) basic sequents; vertical and
horizontal identities; horizontal, vertical and parallel compositions.
The usual abstract equivalences of LTS can then be straightforwardly rede,ned by
considering the pairs (trigger, e6ect) as the labels of the transition system.
Denition 5. Let R=(H;V; N; R) be a tile system. A symmetric relation ∼t on
con,gurations is called tile bisimulation if whenever s∼t t and Rf s a→
b
s′, then t′
exists such that Rf t a→
b
t′, and s′∼t t′.
The maximal tile bisimulation is denoted by t , and two con,gurations s and t are
tile bisimilar if st t. Tile bisimilarity is a congruence if whenever st t and s′t t′,
then s⊗ s′t t⊗ t′ and s; s′t t; t′ (if composable). A semantics being a congruence
is of course fundamental for having a compositional framework, since it guarantees
that any component of the system can be safely replaced by any semantically equiv-
alent component. Note that the congruence property must be veri,ed against the two
basic operations of tile con,gurations: sequential and parallel compositions (ordinary
congruence with respect to operators in the con,guration signature follows as an easy
implication). The monoidal structure of V makes tile bisimilarity suitable for express-
ing true-concurrent semantics in the style, e.g., of [48].
We are particularly interested in considering tile systems where the monoidal cate-
gories of con,gurations and observations are freely generated from suitable horizontal
and vertical signatures, respectively, e.g., they are initial models in the categories dis-
cussed in the previous section.
The tile format originally proposed in [45] is the so-called algebraic tile format that
recollected the perspective of ordinary transition system speci,cations: con,gurations
are terms over a certain signature, and observations are the arrows of the monoidal
category freely generated by certain labels (regarded as unary operators). Auxiliary
tiles lift the horizontal cartesian structure to the horizontal composition of tiles. In the
algebraic tile format, basic tiles have the form s
a1⊗···⊗an−−−−−→
a
t, where ai’s and a can be
either labels or identities and s; t ∈T(X ). A typical auxiliary tile for the algebraic
format is ∇ a−→
a⊗a ∇, which duplicates the observation a (trigger of the tile). We refer
to [45] for more details.
The algebraic tile format is not uniform in the two dimensions, since H is cartesian,
whereas V is only monoidal (nonsymmetric). The results in [12] suggest that a more
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Basic proof sequents: Generators and Identities:
 : s a−→
b
t ∈R(N )
 : s a−→
b
t ∈Pp(R)
a : x−→ z ∈S(V )
1a : idx
a−→
a
id z ∈Pp(R)
s : x−→y∈S(H )
1s : s
idy−→
idx
s∈Pp(R)
Auxiliary proof sequents: Symmetries:
x; y∈ S∗
2x;y : %x; y
%x; y−→
idy⊗x
idy⊗x ∈Pp(R)
Composition rules: Parallel and Sequential compositions:
 : s a−→
b
t; ′ : s′ a
′
−→
b′
t′ ∈Pp(R)
⊗ ′ : s⊗ s′ a⊗a
′
−→
b⊗b′
t⊗ t′ ∈Pp(R)
 : s a−→
b
t; 3 : s′ b−→
b′
t′ ∈Pp(R)
 ∗ 3 : s; s′ a−→
b′
t; t′ ∈Pp(R)
 : s a−→
b
t; 3 : t a
′
−→
b′
t′ ∈Pp(R)
 · 3 : s a;a
′
−→
b;b′
t′ ∈Pp(R)
Fig. 10. Inference rules for process tile logic.
convenient framework can be obtained if we renounce to the cartesian structure alto-
gether, resorting to the simpler monoidal tile format [67] where only linear contexts
are allowed (and observed), or if we consider the more general term tile format [16],
where also V is cartesian. Since here we are not interested in naturality axioms for
∇ and !, the term tile format is not adequate; on the other hand, the monoidal tile
format is not suJcient for our purposes (all categories of connectors have at least the
symmetries). We thus consider process tile logic [11,16].
Denition 6. A process tile system (PTS) R is a tile system, whose categories of
con,gurations and observations are the free SMC’s S(H ) and S(V ) generated by two
signatures H and V (over the same set of sorts S).
Without loss of generality, we represent the objects of S(H ) and S(V ) as ,nite
strings of sorts, i.e. as elements of S∗, which is indeed the free monoid on S. In
process tile logic, the consistent permutation of wires is introduced for free. Starting
from a PTS, we derive all the tiles obtained by applications of some deduction rules,
de,ning the free compositions of the basic and auxiliary tiles in R according to parallel,
horizontal, and vertical compositions. We decorate the sequents with proof terms, that
can be axiomatized in order to capture equivalent proofs. The resulting equivalence
classes make fewer identi,cations than those induced by the undecorated 0at version.
Denition 7. Let R be a PTS. We say that R entails the class Pp(R) of process
sequents, obtained by a ,nite number of applications of the inference rules in Fig. 10.
For any ∈Pp(R) we write Rp  (while f is used for 0at sequents).
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Fig. 11. A composition of two-dimensional symmetries.
Entailment in the logic can be expressed using the algebraic structure on proof
sequents. Due to space limitations, we refer the interested reader to [11] for the detailed
description of the axiomatization of proof sequents. We say that R entails the class
Ap(R) of abstract process sequents, whose elements are equivalence classes of Pp(R)
modulo such axiomatization. This makes Ap(R) a symmetric monoidal double category
[18], de,ning the initial model of PTL.
1.2.1. A digression on symmetric monoidal double categories and PMEqtl
This informal digression introduces concepts to be used in conjunction with Proposi-
tions 16 and 17. If skipped, this material does not otherwise compromise the readability
of the rest of the paper.
Monoidal double categories come equipped with the operations of sequential, vertical
and parallel compositions, thus providing a convenient class of models for tile logic.
Essentially, the axioms de,ne the associativity (and the obvious unit elements) for all
compositions, plus the functoriality of each composition with respect to the other two.
The axiomatization of two-dimensional symmetries is more complex and not discussed
here. However, the idea is that any two tiles with the same border that are obtained
by the composition of auxiliary tiles and horizontal and vertical identities are equated.
Thus we have e.g., (see Fig. 11):
(2x;y ∗ 1%y;x) · (1%y;x ∗ 2y;x) = 1idx⊗idy = 1idx⊗idy :
Formally, a double category is an internal category (i.e., a cat-object) in Cat, the
category of small categories (as objects) and functors (as arrows). Given two double
categories D and E, a double functor F :D→E is a 4-tuple of functions mapping
objects to objects, horizontal and vertical arrows to horizontal and vertical arrows,
and cells to cells, preserving identities and compositions of all kinds. Thus, monoidal
double categories are double categories together with a double functorial tensor product
⊗ and a unit object e.
An alternative characterization of monoidal double categories can be given in terms
of product theories in partial membership equational logic (PMEqtl) [66], as proposed
in [67]. The features of PMEqtl (partiality, poset of sorts, membership assertions) of-
fer a natural framework for the speci,cation of categorical structures, ,rstly because
arrow composition is a partial operation, and secondly because membership predicates
over a poset of sorts allow, e.g., the objects to be modeled as a subset of the arrows,
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and the arrows as a subset of the cells. Moreover, the tensor product construction of
theories can be conveniently formulated in PMEqtl, and yields a concise de,nition of
monoidal double categories. In fact, the tensor product construction works at the syntax
level of the theories, combining the conditional sentences (equations and membership
assertions) according to a simple scheme. Essentially, if we let CAT and MON be, respec-
tively, the theories of categories and of monoids, then the theory MONCAT of monoidal
categories is just the tensor product CAT⊗ MON MON⊗ CAT, the theory DCAT of double
categories is the tensor product CAT⊗ CAT and the theory of monoidal double categories
is given by any of the tensor products MONCAT⊗ CAT MON⊗ DCAT MON⊗ CAT⊗ CAT.
We refer to [67,16] for more information on the tensor product construction.
For dealing with both horizontal and vertical symmetries and their consistent inter-
action on the two dimensions, the two-dimensional analogous of natural transforma-
tions has been presented in [16,18], by introducing the notion of generalized natural
transformations between four double functors, in the style of Ehresmann work on hy-
pertransformations [38,39].
2. Auxiliary connectors as tiles
From the mathematical viewpoint, the two-dimensional extension of symmetries is
completely satisfactory. Similarly, the extension of one-dimensional cartesianity has
been discussed extensively in [16,18,11]. But for the connectors we are interested in, the
naturality axioms are not required. Therefore, we must exploit some other interpretation
of two-dimensional connectors. Informally, we would like:
• to ,x suitable categories of observations and con,gurations having not only the same
objects, but also the same auxiliary structure, i.e., the same connectors according to
the taxonomy in Section 1.1;
• to have at disposal all the tiles whose border contains only connectors and no
primitive module and that would commute if horizontal and vertical connectors were
arrows in the same category; such tiles are called auxiliary tile connectors, dynamic
connectors or also two-dimensional connectors;
• from the point of view of sequent decorations, we also would like to identify all
the auxiliary tile connectors having the same border.
Denition 8. A theory of connectors is a pair T=(C; L), where C ⊆{∇;T; !; ¡} and
L⊆{1; 2; 3; 5; 6; 7} (any connector used in the laws of L must be present in C).
Denition 9. Given a theory of connectors T=(C; L), a T-category of connectors is
a symmetric monoidal category with all transformations in C which must respect the
coherence axioms plus the axioms in L. We call T-Cat the category whose objects
are T-categories and whose arrows are symmetric functors that strictly preserves the
additional T-structure.
For example, GSCat is ({∇; !}; ∅)-Cat and RMCat can be equivalently de,ned as
({∇; !;T; ¡}; {1; 2; 5; 6; 7})-Cat.
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Fig. 12. The diagonal composition  / 3.
Denition 10. Let T=(C; L) be a theory of connectors. A T-tile system is a tile
system R whose categories of con,gurations and observations are the free T-categories
generated by two signatures H and V (over the same set of sorts S).
According to the above de,nition, a process tile system is a (∅; ∅)-tile system.
Denition 11. Let T=(C; L) be a theory of connectors and R be a T-tile system.
We say that R entails the class PT(R) of T-tile sequents, obtained by a ,nite number
of applications of the inference rules for process tile logic, plus any of the following
two rules for any connector 5∈C:
-auxiliary proof sequents: x ∈ S
∗
5x : 5x
5x→
id
id ∈ PT(R)
x ∈ S∗
5⊥x : id
id→
5x
5x ∈ PT(R)
For any sequent ∈PT(R) we write RT . We also write Rf s a→
b
t to say that the
0at sequent s a→
b
t is entailed by R.
From the “0at” viewpoint, the 5-auxiliary proof sequents are enough for generating
all the tiles we are interested in. In fact we have the following lemmata:
Lemma 12. Let T=(C; L) be a theory of connectors and let s : x→y be any parallel
and sequential compositions of identities, symmetries and connectors in C. Then,
Rf s s−→
idy
idy for any T-tile system R.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the one used in [21] for dynamic closure of arbitrary
contexts. The idea is to exploit the diagonal composition / which is de,ned for any
tiles  and 3 such that (1) their horizontal and vertical targets are identities, and
(2) the ,nal output interface of  is the initial input interface of 3. The composition
 / 3 is obtained by completing the tiling with two identities, as illustrated in Fig. 12.
In fact, we can proceed inductively on the structure of the arrow s. The base cases
are identities, symmetries and constructors, for which the corresponding tiles trivially
exist. If s= s1⊗ s2, then the tile s1⊗ s2 s1⊗s2−→
id
id is the parallel composition of the tiles
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Fig. 13. Graphical proof of Lemma 14.
inductively associated with s1 and s2. Finally, if s= s1; s2 then the tile s1; s2
s1;s2−→
id
id is
the diagonal composition of the tiles inductively associated with s1 and s2.
Lemma 13. Let T=(C; L) be a theory of connectors and let s : x→y be any parallel
and sequential compositions of identities, symmetries and connectors in C. Then,
Rf idx idx−→
s
s for any T-tile system R.
Proof. The proof exploits a second diagonal composition ., which is de,ned between
any two tiles  and 3 such that (1) their horizontal and vertical sources are identities,
and (2) the ,nal output interface of  is the initial input interface of 3. For the rest,
the proof is analogous to that of Lemma 12 and thus omitted.
Lemma 14. Let T=(C; L) be a theory of connectors and let s a→
b
t be any sequent,
where s, t, a, and b can be expressed as the parallel and sequential compositions
of identities, symmetries and connectors in C, such that s; b= a; t holds in the free
T-category over the empty signature. Then, Rf s a→
b
t for any T-tile system R.
Proof. By construction s; b can be seen as a horizontal arrow, and as such, it generates
an identity tile s; b
idx−→
idw
s; b. Since s; b= a; t in the initial algebra, it follows that the
above tile can also be written as s; b
idx−→
idw
a; t. Then we can exploit Lemmata 12 and
13 to prove the existence of two tiles  : idy
idy−→
b
b and 3 : a a−→
id z
id z, which can be
composed as in Fig. 13, proving the thesis.
For example, if we select the theory of connectors ({∇;T}; {1; 2; 3}), i.e., the theory
of match-share categories, then Rf Tx idx⊗∇x−−−→∇x Tx ⊗ idx, because Tx;∇x =(idx ⊗∇x);
(Tx ⊗ idx) by axiom (3). Likewise, Rf idx ∇x−→
idx
∇x, because ∇x; Tx = idx; idx = idx by
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axiom (1). Note that the e6ect of the ,rst tile is equal to the trigger of the second tile.
By horizontal composition, we get Rf Tx idx⊗∇x−−−→
idx
(Tx ⊗ idx);Tx, for which it is in fact
easy to verify that Tx =(idx ⊗∇x); (Tx ⊗ idx);Tx (by coherence of T, we know that
(Tx ⊗ idx);Tx =(idx ⊗Tx);Tx, but then (idx ⊗∇x); (idx ⊗Tx)= idx ⊗ (∇x; Tx)= idx ⊗
idx).
Regarding the decorated sequents, we should ,nd an axiomatization of the basic aux-
iliary sequents which is able to identify exactly all dynamic connectors with identical
border. We call this property “coherence of dynamic connectors”.
Denition 15. Let T=(C; L) be a theory of connectors and R be a T-tile system.
Given an equational theory E on the class PT(R) of T-tile sequents entailed by R,
we say that the dynamic connectors of R are coherent under E if E  = 3 for any
two tiles ; 3∈PT(R) with the same border and built without using the basic tiles
of R.
Thanks to the diagonal compositions illustrated in the proofs of Lemmata 12 and
13, and to the results in [16,18,11], such an axiomatization can be de,ned by stating:
• the axioms of process tile logic (including the axiomatization of horizontal, vertical
and parallel compositions and the laws for coherence of symmetries);
• the coherence axioms with respect to the two diagonal compositions (stating the
coherence of auxiliary transformations);
• the axioms in L with respect to the two diagonal compositions (which, together with
coherence axioms, state the uniqueness and appropriateness of all combinations of
dynamic connectors);
• the following two-dimensional coherence axioms for any connector 5∈C:
5⊥x · 5x = 15x ; (8)
5⊥x ∗ 5x = 15x : (9)
For example, suppose the match-share theory ({∇;T}; {1; 2; 3}) is selected. Then, the
coherence axiom ∇x; %x; x =∇x generates the axioms:
∇x / %x;x = ∇x ;
∇⊥x . %⊥x;x = ∇⊥x ;
where %x; y = 2x;y and %
⊥
x; y =1
%x; y ∗ (2y; x · 1%y; x) : id id−→%x; y %x; y. Note that the laws
1∇x ; 1%x;x = 1∇x ;
1∇x ; 1%x;x = 1∇x
hold because of the functoriality of horizontal and vertical identities.
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Similarly, axiom (1) for connectors yields the axioms
∇x /Tx = 1idx = 1idx ;
∇⊥x .T⊥x = 1idx = 1idx :
Finally, the two-dimensional coherence laws for the selected connectors are:
∇⊥x · ∇x = 1∇x ;
∇⊥x ∗ ∇x = 1∇x ;
T⊥x ·Tx = 1Tx ;
T⊥x ∗Tx = 1Tx :
Any T-tile logic extends process tile logic with additional connectors (and their co-
herence axioms). However, any such extension is conservative, in the sense that:
(1) any valid theorem of process tile logic is provable in (any) T-tile logic without
using additional axioms; and (2) the additional axioms of (any) T-tile logic cannot
prove more theorems than process tile logic with respect to the formulas of process tile
logic (i.e., two tiles carrying di6erent proofs in process tile logic cannot be identi,ed
by T-tile logic).
Proposition 16. T-tile logic is a conservative extension of process tile logic for any
theory of connectors T.
The proof requires the application of simple PMEqtl techniques for specifying the
theories of T-tiles and process tiles, then showing that there is an obvious signature
morphism from process tiles to T-tiles which induces a forgetful functor U from the
category of T-tile models to the category of process tile models. The functor U has
a left adjoint, and the unit of the adjunction is conservative, i.e., injective.
Proposition 17. Let T be a theory of connectors. With the axiomatization sketched
above, dynamic connectors are coherent for any T-tile system R.
These results allow us to lift the taxonomy of connectors in Table 1 to the level of
dynamic connectors, i.e., to the two-dimensional case.
3. Connectors for concurrency
It is nowadays commonly accepted that concurrent processes should be distinguished
from nondeterministic sequential processes, especially when dealing with distributed im-
plementations. The most common example is given by the CCS processes P= a:nil | b:nil
and Q= a:b:nil+ b:a:nil: process P models a concurrent system with two independent
sequential components, while Q is a sequential system with a centralized choice point.
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X a−→ t ∈
X a−→ t ∈T
t1
a−→ t′1 ∈T
t1 ‖ t2 a−→ t′1 ‖ t2 ∈T
Fig. 14. Inference rules for T.
Of course, P and Q are bisimilar, and therefore equivalent for what concerns ordi-
nary observations, but they are di6erent when viewed as concurrent systems. Thus, a
more precise description of their behaviors should state this di6erence in a formal way.
Moreover, according to [58,71], we can distinguish between causality-based (see e.g.
[8,33]) and locality-based approaches [9,10,36]: In a causality-based semantics, taking
inspiration from Petri nets, the interest concerns the gradual development of each con-
current subcomputation (e.g., which events cause certain events), which is relevant in
0ow analysis; in a locality based approach, the 0avor is more on the (logic) spatial
distribution of the system, which is a relevant issue in the implementation.
In our metamodel, like in [58], causal and spatial information are dealt with uni-
formly. Thus, rather than saying either that “two actions happen at the same location”
or that “the action a is caused by action b”. We can express that “actions a and c
happen at the location l, which has been spawned by the execution of b”. Moreover,
we take into account the fact that synchronized communication is represented as an in-
ternal action, not observable from the outside environment, and therefore that spawned
events or locations must refer to their closer observable antecedents.
As announced in the Introduction, we put our metamodel to the test on a simple
extension of BPP(1,P) processes, which equips them with (weakly observational) syn-
chronization, and focuses on causality and locality aspects.
Denition 18. Let Act= {a; b; : : :} and Const= {X; Y; : : :} be countably in,nite sets
of actions and process constants, respectively, where Act is structured with CCS-like
co-actions, i.e., Act can be partitioned as A∪ VA, with (V·) an injective function s.t. VA=
{ Va | a∈A} and VVa= a. Then BPP(1,P) processes are generated by the grammar:
t::= |X | t ‖ t
where  is a distinguished (inactive) constant, X ∈Const, and the operator ‖ is the
associative and commutative parallel compositions of processes, with unit .
Note that associativity, commutativity and unit axioms of parallel composition intro-
duce a structural equivalence on processes.
Denition 19. The dynamics of BPP(1,P) systems consists of a ,nite set  of rules
in the form X a→ t for X ∈Const, a∈Act and t any process. All process constants for
which no operational rule can be found in  are considered equal to the empty process
. The set  induces an LTS T, which is the least one generated by the inference rules
in Fig. 14.
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X a−→ t ∈
X a−→ t ∈T ws
t1
a−→ t′1 ∈T ws ; t2 Va−→ t′2 ∈T ws
t1 ‖ t2 9−→ t′1 ‖ t′2 ∈T ws
t1
:−→ t′1 ∈T ws
t1 ‖ t2 :−→ t′1 ‖ t2 ∈T ws
Fig. 15. Inference rules for T ws .
Note that parallel composition is commutative and thus the symmetric inference rule
for parallel composition can be safely omitted.
Denition 20. The language WS-BPP(1,P) consists of BPP(1,P) processes with a dynam-
ics , but whose LTS T ws is generated by the rules in Fig. 15, with 9 a distinguished
silent action and : ranging over Act ∪{9}.
Denition 21. We write t a⇒ t′ if t 9→∗ t1 a→ t′1 9→∗ t′ for some t1 and t′1, where 9→∗
denotes any (possibly empty) sequence of 9 moves. Given w= a1a2 : : : an ∈Act∗ we
write t w⇒ t′ if t a1⇒ t1 a2⇒ t2 · · · tn−1 an⇒ t′ for suitable t1; t2; : : : ; tn−1.
Then, ordinary observational equivalences can be straightforwardly de,ned for WS-
BPP(1,P) processes (e.g., trace equivalence or strong and weak bisimilarities).
To handle causal and spatial information, we follow a tile-based approach, which
gives emphasis to the analogy between the underlying algebraic usage of event names
and locations.
The building blocks of our approach are the following:
(i) Each constant corresponds to a distinct basic con,guration <X = with empty input
interface and unary output interface (when no confusion can arise, we shall use
the symbol X to denote the con,guration <X =).
(ii) Parallel composition is modeled via connectors that go from the involved constants
into the same abstract location (viewed as a name).
(iii) Each action a corresponds to a distinct basic observation <a= with unary input
and output interfaces (when no confusion can arise, we shall use the symbol a to
denote the observation <a=).
(iv) Each basic transition rule X a→ t becomes a tile with source <X =, and target <t=.
The trigger is empty. To model causality information, the e6ect consists of <a=
(linked to the interfaces of <X = and <t=) plus two direct links to the interface of <X =,
which can be used as references in the prosecution of the computation (one by
the spawned process t and its descendents, the other by processes located together
with X and their descendents). The resulting tile <X a→ t= is illustrated in Fig. 16
(left), using the wire and box notation as a visual grasp to the intended modeling.
(Dotted lines are just a ,lling of the rectangle in the picture, replacing the less
appealing blank empty interface.) The e6ect introduces a new location, causally
dependent on the location of X via the action a, to which the whole <t= is spawn.
Since before the application of <X a→ t=, other distributed components might be
sharing the location of X , as e.g. in X ‖Y , the trivial module <= is a convenient
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Fig. 16. Wire and box tiles for BPP.
place-holder for the otherwise pending reference to the location where X lived.
For example, after the application of the rule to <X ‖Y =, the component Y will
be attached to the location associated with <=, which is logically di6erent from
that of <t= (and of course  cannot a6ect the behavior of Y , because Y ‖ ≡Y ).
The direct link between the fresh location and that of X is needed to keep track
of all the past events instead of just to the maximal one (it is essential for
proving the correspondence with the weak causal semantics of Darondeau and
Degano).
(v) Synchronization is performed via specialized tiles that take care of the propagation
of weak causal dependencies, i.e., in a way which is transparent with respect to
action labeling. The synchronization tile (relatively to action a) is illustrated in
Fig. 16 (right). Note that the initial con,guration and the e6ect are just identities,
and therefore do not a6ect other components connected there. The trigger consists
of two concurrent actions labeled with complementary actions a and Va. However,
the most interesting part of the tile Syncha is the ,nal con,guration, expressing
the causal dependencies between the locations spawned by <a= and < Va= and the old
locations where the two actions took place.
(vi) Auxiliary tiles have two main tasks: the ,rst is propagation of e6ects through
parallel composition; the second is the preservation of consistency between weak
causal information and con,guration structure. The connectors used in this model
represent ordinary (total) relations, and their precise characterization can be found
in Section 1.1.
The resulting framework o6ers a concurrent semantics where the notion of causality
and locality can be suitably handled. A simple example is useful here for illustrating
the intrinsic concurrency of our model. To this aim, let us consider the process X ‖Y ,
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Fig. 17. <X ‖ Y a−→ Z ‖ Y = on the left and <X ‖ Y a−→ Z ‖ Y b−→ Z ‖W = on the right.
with rules X a→Z and Y b→W . Then, X ‖Y is represented by
If X moves, then the e6ect a can be propagated via the connector exiting from X
(which is matched with Y ), while Y stays idle. The step is shown in Fig. 17 (left),
where the place-holder <= produced by <X a→Z = can be safely omitted because Y is
attached to the same location. Then, if Y moves, the action b happens at a di6erent
location than that of Z , see Fig. 17 (right). The e6ect of the two consecutive moves,
after some graphical rearrangement of connectors, is in Fig. 18 (left), which is clearly
di6erent from the situation where the action b is causally dependent on a (Fig. 18,
right). The latter causal dependency can arise e.g. in the system with basic steps
X ′ a→Z ′, Z ′ b→ , X ′ b→Y ′, and Y ′ a→ , starting from the con,guration X ′. (Note that,
under the rules above, X ′ is to some extent the BPP representation of a:b:nil+ b:a:nil).
Hence, <X ‖Y = cannot be bisimilar to <X ′=. Moreover, in <X ‖Y = the order in which
the two moves are performed is not important, thus a commuting diamond is obtained
(e.g., X ‖Y and X ′ are not even trace equivalent in our setting). It is worth noting that,
by the axioms of total relations, a further dependency arise in the sequential execution
of a and b, which is drawn as a dotted line in Fig. 18 (it is implicit, in the sense that
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Fig. 18. Parallel and sequential execution of actions a and b.
n s−→ m
a ↑ ↑ b
k −→
t
m
Fig. 19. A tile with “reversed” observations.
the two observations, with and without the additional wire, are identi,ed by the laws
of connectors).
Formally, the ,rst step in our approach consists of ,xing the categories of con,gu-
rations and observations. This amounts to de,ning:
(1) the set of sorts;
(2) the horizontal signature;
(3) the vertical signature;
(4) the horizontal and vertical theories of connectors.
Denition 22. There is only one sort (for processes). Therefore, operator arities are
just natural numbers, and the objects of the categories of con,gurations and observa-
tions will be denoted by underlined natural numbers (with n⊗m= n+ m).
The signature for WS-BPP(1,P) con,gurations contains a constant <X = : 0→ 1 for each
X ∈Const with X = .
The signature for WS-BPP(1,P) observations contains a unary operator <a= : 1→ 1 for
each a∈Act.
The theory of connectors to be employed in the horizontal and vertical dimensions
is Tws = ({∇;T; ¡}; {1; 2; 6}), which corresponds to the theory of total (but possibly
not surjective) relations.
We ,nd it technically convenient to reverse the direction of vertical arrows in the
tiles; hence the property satis,ed by a generic connector s a→
b
t must be a; s= t; b instead
of s; b= a; t (see Fig. 19). This is necessary for maintaining the correct interpretation of
dynamic connectors. At the semantic level, this corresponds to state that con,guration
connectors can be observed but not arbitrarily added. We hope the reader will not be
confused by this assumption, which does not create any particular problem, and in fact,
categorically, it just corresponds to standard duality consideration, taking the opposite
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vertical category. (A less intuitive view is to consider the category of observations as
horizontal and the category of con,gurations as the vertical one, e.g., we should rotate
clockwise by 90◦ the tile in Fig. 19.)
Denition 23 (From processes to con6gurations). The mapping of constants to con-
,gurations can be extended to processes as below:
• <== ¡1
• <t1 ‖ t2==(<t1=⊗ <t2=);T1.
Proposition 24. The mapping t → <t= is correct.
Proof. We must show that for any two structurally equivalent processes t and t′ we
have <t== <t′=. This corresponds to proving that the mapping preserves the AC1 axioms
of parallel composition. Below, we show below the preservation of commutativity:
Commutativity:
<t1 ‖ t2= = (<t1= ⊗ <t2=);T1 (by de,nition)
= (<t1= ⊗ <t2=); %1;1;T1 (by coherence of T)
= %0;0; (<t2= ⊗ <t1=);T1 (by naturality of %)
= (<t2= ⊗ <t1=);T1 (by coherence of %)
= <t2 ‖ t1= (by de,nition):
The proofs for associativity and unit are analogous.
Note that any t is mapped to an arrow from 0 to 1. The converse also holds.
Proposition 25. Given a con6guration f : 0→ 1, a unique WS-BPP(1,P) process t exists
such that <t==f.
Proof. Thanks to the results in [15], it is easy to see that a generic con,guration has
the form (idn⊗M); r, where M is the monoidal composition X1⊗ · · ·⊗Xm for suitable
not necessarily distinct constants (assuming an arbitrary total order on Const such that
Xi6Xi+1 for i∈ [1; n−1]), and r : n+ m→ k is a total relation r⊆ [1; n+m]× [1; k] such
that if Xi =Xj then r(i)4 r(j), where r(x)= {y | (x; y)∈ r} and 4 is an arbitrary total
order on 2[1; k]. Thus, when n=0 and k =1, then r=Tm1 , where, as a matter of notation,
we let Ti+1x =(T
i
x ⊗ idx);Tx for i¿0, with T1x = idx and ∇i+1x =∇x; (∇ix ⊗ idx) for
i¿0, with ∇1x = idx be convenient abbreviations for expressing consecutive matchings
and duplications of the object x. By taking t=X1 ‖ · · · ‖Xm the hypothesis trivially
follows. Uniqueness follows by the fact that each process t is uniquely determined by
the multi-set of constants it contains.
To ,nd a term-like notation for con,gurations which is closer to processes, we can
exploit the above-mentioned normal form representation.
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Denition 26. Let N be a countably in,nite set of location names. A WS-BPP(1,P)
located state is a term generated by the grammar
t::= |X [@] | t ‖ t
where @⊆N is a nonempty, ,nite set of names and the parallel composition operator
is AC1. We denote by n(t) the set of names used in t. Given a ,nite list A of distinct
names, a located state t is acceptable in A, written A  t, if n(t)⊆ |A|, where |A| is
the set of names in A. If t is acceptable in A and the cardinality of |A| is n, we say
that t is n-acceptable.
Acceptable located states are taken up to renaming of names in the environment A,
letting B(A)  B(t)=A  t for any injective name substitution B : |A|→N. We shall
abbreviate the notation X [{x1; : : : ; xn}] by writing X [x1; : : : ; xn].
Proposition 27. The set of n-acceptable WS-BPP(1,P) located states is isomorphic to
the con6gurations from 0 to n.
Proof. Informally, the environment A of an acceptable located state A  t represents
the interface of the con,guration (remind that names are not important). Then, the
name set @ associated with each constant X expresses the wiring between the location
of <X = and the names in the interface.
The precise correspondence can be formally stated as follows. Given an arbitrary
con,guration from 0 to n, we consider its normal form
⊗m
i=1 Xi; r, with r :m→ n rep-
resenting a total relation r⊆ [1; m]× [1; n]. We ,x the environment A= [x1; : : : ; xn] and
let the located state associated with
⊗m
i=1 Xi; r be the acceptable term A X1[@1] ‖ · · · ‖
Xm[@m], where @i = {j | (i; j)∈ r} for any i∈ [1; m].
For the converse correspondence, given a generic acceptable located state A X1[@1]
‖ · · · ‖Xm[@m], let n be the cardinality of |A|, and let ki¿0 be the cardinality of @i
for i∈ [1; m]. We denote by Aj the name in the jth position of A. As a matter of
notation, let i; j be equal to id1 when Aj ∈@i, and equal to ¡1 otherwise. Then the con-
,guration associated with A X1[@1] ‖ · · · ‖Xm[@m] is f=
⊗m
i=1(Xi;∇ki1 );C; Tmn , where
C=
⊗m
i=1
⊗n
j=1 i; j. In fact, f can be written as
⊗m
i=1 Xi; r, where r⊆ [1; m]× [1; n] is
the total relation r= {(i; j) |Aj ∈@i}. It is easy to verify that the two mappings de,ne
a bijective correspondence.
We let < = denote the component of the above bijection that maps acceptable located
states to con,gurations, and let < =−1 denote its inverse.
Denition 28. The underlying process of a located state X1[@1] ‖ · · · ‖Xm[@m] is
X1 ‖ · · · ‖Xm. For an acceptable located state A  t, we denote its underlying process
by u(t).
Proposition 29. Let A  t be an acceptable located state; then <u(t)== <A t=; Tn1 , where
n is the cardinality of the set |A|.
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Proof. The proof is a straightforward application of the axioms in the theory of con-
nectors under consideration.
As a matter of notation, for A  t acceptable and @⊆A, we de,ne A  t[@] by
[@] def=  (t[@1])[@]
def= t[@1 ∪ @] (t1 ‖ t2)[@] def= t1[@] ‖ t2[@]:
By choosing the theory Tws we also ,xed one of the parameters of the metamodel
proposed in Section 2. The ,nal step of the speci,cation is de,ning the basic tiles of
the Tws-tile system for WS-BPP(1,P) processes.
To shorten the notation, we let Ea denote the observation ∇1; (<a=⊗ id1);T1.
Denition 30. The Tws-tile system for WS-BPP(1,P) is denoted by Rws and contains
the following basic tiles (see Fig. 16):
• for any X a→ t ∈, a basic tile
<X a→ t= : X id0→
(Ea⊗id1);T1
<t= ⊗ ¡1
is considered (remind that (Ea⊗ id1);T1 goes from the ,nal output interface to the
initial output interface, because we are considering an opposite vertical category);
• for any a∈Const, the below synchronization tile Syncha is introduced:
Syncha : id1 ⊗ id1
(id1⊗Ea⊗E Va⊗id1);(T1⊗T1)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
id1⊗id1
(id1 ⊗ (T1;∇1)⊗ id1); (T1 ⊗T1)
We let {[a]} denote the observation (Ea⊗ id1);T1 associated with a.
We have already shown some examples of tile computations. Here we illustrate
how the mechanism for e6ect propagation works. In the following examples, we shall
consider the process X ‖Y , with rules X a→Z , Y Va→Z , and Z b→X ‖Y .
Example 31. Suppose we want to apply the tile <X a→Z = to the X component in
the initial con,guration (X ⊗Y );T1 =X ; (id1⊗Y );T1. Thus, we must synchronize the
e6ect {[a]} of <X a→Z = with the con,guration (id1⊗Y );T1. This can be done by
exploiting the dynamic connector
Prop : T1
T1⊗id1−−−−→
T1
id1 ⊗T1
in Fig. 20 (left). This connector exists by Lemma 14, because (T1⊗ id1);T1 = (id1⊗
T1);T1 is a (one-dimensional) coherence axiom for matching (we remind that since
vertical arrows are directed from bottom to top, the two-dimensional coherence for
dynamic connectors requires that the trigger composed with the initial con,guration be
equal to the ,nal con,guration followed by the e6ect).
Tile Prop can be sequentially pre-composed with 1T1 ⊗ 1Y , and the result can be
vertically composed with 1Ea ⊗ 1(id1⊗Y );T1 . The ,nal result =((1T1 ⊗ 1Y ) ∗ Prop)·
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Fig. 20. Dynamic connectors for e6ect propagation.
(1Ea ⊗ 1(id1⊗Y );T1) is illustrated in Fig. 20 (right). Then, the cell  can be used to
coordinate the activity of X , because the e6ect of <X a→Z = matches the trigger of ,
and we have
<X a→Z = ∗  : (X ⊗ Y );T1 id0→
(Ea⊗id1);T1
Z ⊗ Y;
because we have (Z ⊗ <=⊗Y ); (id1⊗T1)=Z ⊗Y by !1 = <= and coherence of T.
Thus, in the ,nal con,guration Z and Y are associated with two distinct locations:
the one of Z has been spawned by the action a, while the one of Y is the original
one, where also X was allocated. It follows that any subsequent action performed by
Z will be causally dependent on action a, because it will be performed in the location
spawned by a. The acceptable located state representing Z ⊗Y is [z; y]Z[z] ‖Y [y].
Example 32. More interestingly, in the con,guration <X ‖Y =, the two subprocesses
can concurrently evolve. In fact, the tile <X a→Z =⊗ <Y Va→Z = has initial con,guration
X ⊗Y , hence we just need to propagate the e6ect {[a]}⊗{[ Va]} through the matching
T1 of <X ‖Y ==(X ⊗Y );T1. The dynamic connector needed in this case is
Comb: T1
T1⊗T1−−−−→
T31
id1 ⊗T1 ⊗ id1;
which is illustrated in Fig. 21 (left). In fact, Comb can be vertically composed with
1Ea ⊗ 1T1 ⊗ 1E Va , yielding the coordinator we were looking for, which is illustrated in
Fig. 21 (right).
Note that a two-dimensional symmetry
Sym : id2
%1;1−→
id2
%1;1
is needed for matching the observation {[a]}⊗{[ Va]}, (because {[ Va]}=(E Va⊗ id1);T1 =
(E Va⊗ id1); %1;1;T1 = %1;1; (id1⊗ E Va);T1 by coherence of T and % and by naturality of %).
As a ,nal result, we get a tile 3 with e6ect (Ea⊗ id1⊗ E Va);T31 and ,nal con,guration
(Z ⊗ ¡1⊗Z ⊗ ¡1); (id1⊗ %1;1⊗ id1); (id1⊗T1⊗ id1)= (Z ⊗ ¡1⊗ ¡1⊗Z); (id1⊗T1⊗ id1)
=Z ⊗ ¡1⊗Z , where the two components Z are attached to the locations spawned by a
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Fig. 21. Dynamic connectors for concurrent propagation of e6ects.
and Va, while ¡1 is a place-holder for the original location, where X and Y were allo-
cated (which is now empty). The located state associated with the ,nal con,guration
is [z1; x; z2] Z[z1] ‖Z[z2].
It is worth remarking that the useless location x can be cut from the prosecution of
the computation via the dynamic connector
Collect : ¡1
id1−→
¡1
id1;
vertically composing 3 with the tile 1Z ⊗ Collect⊗ 1Z . From the viewpoint of located
states, this corresponds to move from [z1; x; z2]  Z[z1] ‖Z[z2] to [z1; z2]Z[z1] ‖Z[z2]
(with e6ect id1⊗ ¡1⊗ id1).
As a ,nal example, we show how weak causality is handled by the rule for synchro-
nization. The idea is that 9 actions should not be observed, but that, when synchronizing
two actions which happens at two locations ‘1 and ‘2 spawning fresh locations ‘′1 and
‘′2, then each process attached to ‘
′
1 or ‘
′
2 should also keep causal links to both ‘1 and
‘2. This mechanism extends the spatial information from a single location to a set of
locations, which are inherited from the (unobservable) synchronized actions.
Example 33. The concurrent actions a and Va, executed, respectively, by X and Y ,
can synchronize via the tile Syncha. To see this, we can vertically compose Syncha
with (Sym⊗ 1id2 ) ∗ 1r , where r=(id1⊗ (T1;∇1)⊗ id1); (T1⊗T1) is the ,nal con,g-
uration of Syncha, and then pre-compose the resulting tile with the concurrent step
<X a→Z =⊗ <Y Va→Z =. Thus, we get the tile G :X ⊗Y id0→
id2
(Z ⊗Z);T1;∇1, where the ,nal
con,guration has been simpli,ed by applying twice the coherence axiom (id1⊗ ¡1);T1 =
id1 for eliminating the two place-holders produced by the basic rules. Note that the
relation T1;∇1 in the ,nal con,guration expresses the fact that each component Z is
attached to both locations in the ,nal output interface, i.e., the ,nal con,guration is
the located state [z1; z2] Z[z1; z2] ‖Z[z1; z2].
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Since the global e6ect is id2, then no observation must be propagated through the
T1 of the initial state, i.e., we can just horizontally compose G with 1T1 , obtaining
the tile H : (X ⊗Y );T1 id0−→
id1
(Z ⊗Z);T1;∇1;T1. But ∇1;T1 = id1 by axiom (1) in the
theory of connectors; hence the ,nal con,guration is (Z ⊗Z);T1 = <Z ‖Z =.
We are now ready to formalize the adequacy of the tile representation with respect
to the ordinary (weak) transition system.
Theorem 34. If t a⇒ t′, then a con6guration f : 0→ 2 exists such that <t′==f; T1 and
Rws f <t= id0−→{[a]} f.
The proof easily follows from the following lemmata:
Lemma 35. If t a→ t′, then a con6guration f : 0→ 2 exists, such that <t′==f; T1 and
Rws f <t= id0−→{[a]} f.
Proof. If t a→ t′, then, by a simple inspection of the inference rules for T ws, it must
be the case that t=X ‖ s for some constant X and process s such that X a→ s′ ∈
and t′= s′ ‖ s (let s=  if t=X ). Then, by a construction analogous to that em-
ployed in Example 31, where this time s plays the role of Y , we can prove that
Rws f <t= id0−→{[a]} <s
′=⊗ <s= and conclude by taking f= <s′=⊗ <s=, as <t′== <s′ ‖ s= by hypoth-
esis, and <s′ ‖ s==(<s′=⊗ <s=);T1 by de,nition.
Lemma 36. If u(A  t) a→ t′, then two natural numbers m and n, two total relations
r and r′ and a con6guration f : 0→m exist, with Rws f <A  t= id0−−−−−−−−→
r′;(idn⊗{[a]});r
f and
<t′==f; Tm1 .
The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 35, except that we must ,rst exploit the
normal form representation of <A  t= and then propagate the action through the generic
relation r in the normal form, a task can be achieved by exploiting dynamic connectors.
The result then follows by Proposition 29.
Lemma 37. If t 9→ t′, then Rws f <t= id0−→
id1
<t′=.
Proof. If t 9→ t′, then, by a simple inspection of the inference rules for T ws, it must
be the case that t=X ‖Y ‖ s for suitable constants X; Y and process s such that
X a→ s1 ∈, Y Va→ s2 ∈ and t′= s1 ‖ s2 ‖ s (let s=  if t=X ‖Y ). Then, by a con-
struction analogous to that employed in Example 33, where this time there is an ad-
ditional s in parallel with X ‖Y , we can ,rst prove that Rws f X ⊗Y id0−→
id2
<s1=⊗ <s2=
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and then conclude by composing with the vertical identity of (T1⊗ <s=);T1, since
<t′== <s1 ‖ s2 ‖ s==(<s1=⊗ <s2=); (T1⊗ <s=);T1.
Lemma 38. If u(A  t) 9→ t′, then a con6guration f : 0→m exists, with m the cardi-
nality of |A|, such that Rws f <A  t= id0−→
idm
f and <t′==f; Tm1 .
The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 37, except that we must propagate the e6ect
id2 of the synchronization through a generic relation, but this can be done exploiting
dynamic connectors. The result then follows by Proposition 29.
Proof of Theorem 34 (sketched). By straightforward induction on n, we prove that
Lemmata 37 and 38 can be extended to any ,nite sequence of 9 moves. We arbitrarily
,x a ,nite sequence of transitions which corresponds to t a⇒ t′ (there can be more than
one), and then we apply: (1) the above result on simulating any sequence of 9 moves
(on the 9 transitions pre,xing the execution of a); (2) Lemma 35 to the transition
with label a; and (3) again the above result on simulating any sequences of 9 moves
(on the 9 transitions post,xing the execution of a).
Similarly, we can prove the following result:
Theorem 39. If u(A  t) a⇒ t′, then two relations r and r′, two natural numbers n
and m and a con6guration f : 0→m exist with Rws f <A  t= id0−−−−−−−−→
r′;(idn⊗{[a]});r
f and <t′==
f; Tm1 .
For the converse correspondence, note that the concurrent moves of tiles cannot
be simulated in one step by the interleaving transition system T ws . Therefore, tile
bisimilarity on Rws is ,ner than ordinary (interleaving) bisimilarity on T ws . We ,rst
state the complete concurrency of our tile system, and then show that any linearization
of a concurrent tile-computation can be simulated by T ws .
Proposition 40 (Complete concurrency). Let Rws f f id0−→
:
g with := :′; (idn⊗{[a]});
r for some relation r, natural number n and generic observation :′. Then, a con6g-
uration g′ exists such that Rws f f id0−−−−−−→
(idn⊗{[a]});r
g′ and Rws f g′ id0−→
:′
g.
The functoriality of tensor product allows for selecting any (top-level) action {[a]}
out of a generic concurrent execution : (concurrent actions are pushed in :′). The
process can then be iterated to the tile Rws f g′ id0−→
:′
g, allowing to cut the partial
order of observations in the e6ect at any consistent point, hence the name complete
concurrency for the above proposition.
Theorem 41. If Rws f <A  t= id0−−−−−−−→
r′;(idn⊗{[a]});r
g for some natural number n, relations r; r′
and con6guration g : 0→m, then u(t) a⇒ t′ with <t′== g; Tm1 .
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(α, ∅) (β,∅) 
(β ,{1}) (α,{1}) 
(α ,∅) (β,∅) 
(β,∅)  (α,∅)
. .
.
.
. .
. .. .
Fig. 22. Causal trees for :3:nil + 3::nil (left) and :nil | 3:nil (right).
3.1. Tile bisimilarity and causal weak bisimilarity
Next we want to prove an interesting correspondence result with (the analogous for
WS-BPP(1,P) processes of) the causal weak bisimilarity of [33], which can be summa-
rized by saying that:
The tile bisimilarity on Rws coincide with the causal weak bisimilarity of
Darondeau and Degano de,ned via causal trees [33].
We remind that causal trees are a special kind of synchronization trees, whose labels
are pairs 〈action, set of positive numbers〉 such that the second element is a set of
relative backward pointers to past events (each positive number in the set counts the
number of arcs that separate the ancestor event from the one under consideration).
Thus the CCS terms :3:nil+ 3::nil and :nil | 3:nil yield the trees in Fig. 22.
To de,ne the causal tree semantics of WS-BPP(1,P), we ,rst need to extend the syntax
of the calculus for pre,xing processes by the sets of their causes, obtaining the so-
called causal processes. Beside parallel composition and inactive process  (on which
this time we relax AC1 axioms), we introduce a new operator ⇒ to this aim. Hence, a
causal process of the form K⇒X tells that the actions of X have the set of activating
causes K . We let ⇒ distribute over all the operators, and let K1⇒K2⇒ t=K1 ∪K2⇒ t.
This way, causal processes can always be represented in a form where only constants
are pre,xed by causes. As a special case an ordinary process t can be viewed as the
causal process ∅⇒ t. We denote by K(t) the set of all causes appearing in t.
The transition rules for the upgraded calculus must also dynamically update the
causal information contained in the states, and it is convenient to introduce two special
operations for this task: G(K) increases by one every element of a nonempty set K ;
while $(H;K) joins the sets H and K only if 1∈K and otherwise returns K . These
operations are trivially extended to causal processes by letting G(K⇒X ) def= G(K)⇒X
and $(H;K⇒X ) def= $(H;K)⇒X and assuming distributivity over parallel composition.
The strong causal operational semantics T sc can then be de,ned as in Fig. 23, by
adapting the rules for CCS. We recall that  is the set of basic moves for constants.
When a generic constant X with activating causes K makes a move a, then the set of
causes is observed in the transition label and the causes of the spawned process t are
given by {1} (because it depends on the last action executed, i.e., a) and G(K) (because
the old relative pointers must now be increased by one to skip the last executed action).
When a process t1 performs an asynchronous move, then the causes of any idle process
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X a−→ t ∈
K⇒X a;K−→{1}∪ G(K)⇒ t ∈T sc
t1
:;K−→ t′1 ∈T sc
t1 ‖ t2 :;K−→ t′1 ‖ G(t2)∈T sc
t1
a;K1−→ t′1 ∈T sc ; t2
Va;K2−→ t′2 ∈T sc
t1 ‖ t2 9;K1∪K2−→ $(G(K2); t′1) ‖ $(G(K1); t′2)∈T sc
t2
:;K−→ t′2 ∈T sc
t1 ‖ t2 :;K−→ G(t1) ‖ t′2 ∈T sc
Fig. 23. Inference rules for T sc .
t
a;K−→ t′ ∈T sc
t
a;K−→ t′ ∈T wc
t
9;K−→ t′ ∈T sc
t 9−→ † (t′)∈T wc
Fig. 24. Inference rules for T wc .
t2 in parallel with t1 must be increased by one to skip the action executed by t1. In
the case of synchronization, the causes observed with the invisible action are the union
of the causes of the two actions involved in the communication. Moreover, we must
add the causes G(K2) to the constants in t′1 spawned by the move 〈a; K1〉, which are
precisely characterized by having 1 as cause. Similarly, G(K1) must be added to the
processes spawned by 〈 Va; K2〉. The two updates are delegated to the operation $. Note
that no inference rule is necessary for generic K⇒ t with t not a constant, because
causes can always be distributed to constants.
The weak causal operational semantics T wc is de,ned on the basis of T
sc
 by the
obvious rules in Fig. 24, where † (read :exa) is a special operator distributing over par-
allel composition, such that †(K⇒X ) def= †(K)⇒X , with †(K) returning ∅ if K ⊆{1},
and {k − 1 | k ∈K; k¿1} otherwise. Flexa essentially removes references to 9 events
from all sets of activating causes. Note that the operational semantics de,ned via causal
trees is interleaving: we cannot change the order in which two transitions are executed
without changing the set of activating causes in the reached states.
We write t 9⇒ t′ if there exists a sequence of n¿0 9-transitions in T wc , leading from
t to t′. We write t a;K=⇒ t′ if t1 and t2 exist with t 9⇒ t1 a;K−→ t2 9⇒ t′.
Denition 42. A symmetric relation ∼w on causal processes is a causal weak bisimu-
lation if for all t1; t2 such that t1∼w t2, then whenever &∈{9}∪ {〈a; K〉 | a∈Act; K ⊆N}
and t′1 exists with t1
&→ t′1 then t′2 exists such that t2 &⇒ t′2 and t′1∼w t′2.
We denote by w the maximal causal weak bisimulation and call it causal weak
bisimilarity.
We show that tile bisimilarity and causal weak bisimilarity coincide on WS-BPP(1,P)
processes.
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To this aim we ,rst consider a correspondence between con,gurations and causal
processes and then extend the correspondence to operational steps of the two ap-
proaches.
Proposition 43. The structural congruence on causal processes given by associativity,
commutativity and unit of parallel composition is a causal weak bisimulation.
Proof. It is immediate to show that the AC1 axioms de,ne a strong bisimulation with
respect to T sc and therefore, also a causal weak bisimulation (because T
wc
 is de,ned
on top of T sc ). We show the proof for the commutativity axioms, the other proofs
are analogous. We need to prove that if t1 ‖ t2 :;K−→ t′1 ‖ t′2, then t2 ‖ t1
:;K−→ t′2 ‖ t′1. If the
transition t1 ‖ t2 :;K−→ t′1 ‖ t′2 has been obtained by a left-asynchronous move of t1, then
t1
:;K−→ t′1 and t′2 = G(t2), but then we can apply the rule for right-asynchronous moves
to t2 ‖ t1 to obtain t2 ‖ t1 :;K−→ G(t2) ‖ t′1. Likewise, if the transition has been obtained by
a right-asynchronous move of t2. Instead, if the transition is the result of a synchro-
nization between t1
a;K1−→ t′′1 and t2 Va;K2−→ t′′2 , then := 9, K =K1 ∪K2, t′1 = $(G(K2); t′′1 ) and
t′2 = $(G(K1); t
′′
2 ), thus we can apply the synchronization rule to the premises t2
Va;K2−→ t′′2
and t1
VVa;K1−→ t′′1 to conclude that t2 ‖ t1 9;K−→ t′2 ‖ t′1.
We say that a causal process t is closed if K(t) is a possibly empty interval of
natural numbers [1; n] for some n¿0. Proposition 43 guarantees that we can take causal
processes up to AC1 axioms without colliding against causal weak bisimilarity. This
allows us to fully exploit the evident syntactic analogy between located states and
closed causal processes (taken up to AC1 axioms) de,ned via the bijection:
 (K1 ⇒ X1 ‖ · · · ‖Kn ⇒ Xn) def= A  X1[@1] ‖ · · · ‖Xn[@n];
where |A|= {xj | j∈K} for K = {1}∪ G(K1 ∪ · · · ∪Kn) and xi precedes xj in the list A
whenever i¡j, @i = {xmax(A)}∪ {xj | j∈Ki). Since the Ki in Ki⇒Xi can also be empty,
while @i in Xi[@i] must be nonempty, we are forced to create a ,ctitious initial event
xmax(A), which acts e.g. as the location of all constants with empty set of activating
causes. The closure property of the causal process serves for uniquely determining the
environment, i.e., to give a bound to the number of names. We are only interested in
closed causal process because these are the only one reachable from ordinary processes,
as the following results demonstrate:
Lemma 44. If t a;K−→ t′ ∈T wc , then K(t′)= {1}∪ G(K(t)).
Proof. Obvious rule induction on the inference rules for T wc .
Lemma 45. If t 9→ t′ ∈T wc , then K(t′)=K(t).
Proof. Obvious rule induction on the inference rules for T wc .
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Proposition 46. If t &→ t′ ∈T wc and t is closed, then also t′ is closed.
Proof. Easy consequence of Lemmata 44 and 45.
Lemmata 44 and 45 are also useful in understanding the way in which events cor-
respond to names. In fact, if we regard a cause i as a location xi, then when a new
event a is performed, all the existing locations are renamed (i.e. their references are
increased by one) and a fresh location is generated which becomes x1. On the other
hand, if a 9 event occurs, then locations are left unchanged, but the constants spawned
by the synchronization have now the same set of causes, which is given by the union
of the causes of the synchronized processes.
Another consequence is that for reasoning on ordinary processes (i.e., causal pro-
cesses t with K(t)= ∅) it makes no sense to discuss the equivalence between causal
processes with di6erent sets of activating causes, as they will never be compared in the
bisimulation game, i.e., we can consider a version of causal weak bisimilarity ranked
by the set of activating causes: We write t≈w t′ for tw t′ and K(t)=K(t′).
Denition 47. For t a closed causal process, we let <t= be de,ned as the con,guration
associated with the located state  (t), i.e., we let <t== < (t)=.
Proposition 48. If t a;K−→ t′ ∈T wc , then Rws f <t=
id0−−−−−→
(Ea⊗idn);r
<t′=, with n= |K(t)| + 1 and
r : n+ 1→ n is the (total) relation {(1; k) | k ∈K ∪{n}}∪ {(i + 1; i) | 16i6n}.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that
(1) t=K⇒X ‖ t1;
(2) X a→ t2 ∈;
(3) t′= {1}∪ G(K)⇒ t2 ‖ G(t1).
By (1) we have <t==(f⊗ g);Tn, where f=(X ⊗ ¡n); r : 0→ n and g= <K⇒  ‖ t1=,
where K⇒  ensures that g is well-de,ned as the image of a closed causal process.
By functoriality of ⊗, we have <t==(X ⊗ g); (id1⊗ ¡n⊗ idn); (r⊗ idn);Tn, and it is
easy to verify that (id1⊗ ¡n⊗ idn); (r⊗ idn);Tn = r (i.e., <t==(X ⊗ g); r).
Since r is a horizontal connector, we know by Lemmata 12–14 that Rws f r⊥=
r
idn+1−→
r
idn+1, i.e., r can be observed. Thus Rws f 1X⊗g ∗ r⊥ : <t= id0−→
r
X ⊗ g.
By (2) we know that a basic tile
<X a−→ t2= : X id0−−−−−−−−−−−−→
(Ea⊗id1);T1
<t2= ⊗ ¡1
exists, which can be vertically composed with the tile
1<t2= ⊗ ¡⊥1 ; where ¡⊥1 : ¡1 id1−−−−→¡1
id1
is the basic dynamic connector 1 associated with ¡1. Thus, Rws f 3=X id0−→Ea <t2=.
1 We recall that we are using a dual version of tiles, where the direction of vertical arrows is reversed,
hence the rotation of the border with respect to the notation in De,nition 11.
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The tile 1X⊗g ∗ r⊥ can then be vertically composed with 3⊗ 1g, yielding
Rws f <t= id0−−−−−−−−−−−−→
(Ea⊗idn);r
<t2= ⊗ g:
By (3) it is easy to check that <t′== <t2=⊗ g, concluding the proof.
Similarly, we can prove the following result.
Proposition 49. If t 9→ t′ ∈T wc , then Rws f <t=
id0−→
idn
<t′=, where n= |K(t)|+ 1.
By repeated application of Proposition 49 and by the properties of identities, we
trivially obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 50. If t 9⇒ t′ ∈T wc , then Rws f <t=
id0−→
idn
<t′=, where n= |K(t)|+ 1.
By Proposition 48 and Corollary 50, we also get Corollary 51.
Corollary 51. If t a;K=⇒ t′ ∈T wc , then Rws f <t=
id0−−−−−→
(Ea⊗idn);r
<t′=, where n= |K(t)| + 1 and
r= {(1; k) | k ∈K ∪{n}}∪ {(i + 1; i) | 16i6n}.
Note that the tile observation associated with the move is determined by the rank
K(t), by the executed action a and by the set of causes K , which are the criteria on
which ≈w is based.
We are now ready to prove the correspondence theorem.
Theorem 52. Given two ordinary WS-BPP(1,P) processes t and t′, then <t=t <t′= if and
only if t≈w t′.
Proof (sketched). Thanks to Propositions 48 and 49, together with Theorem 41, we
know that t distinguishes as much as ≈w. It remains to prove that dynamic connectors
do not introduce any step that allows one to distinguish otherwise equivalent processes.
In fact, dynamic connectors allow to observing part of the state, an operation that cannot
be directly performed in T wc . We have three cases to analyze:
• The ,rst case concerns the co-discharger
¡⊥1 : ¡1
id0→
¡1
id1:
It allows for observing inactive processes, but we have the main assumption that all
constants have at least an admissible move, i.e., that  is the only inactive processes
and cannot be equivalent to any other process unless they are structurally equivalent.
Since <== ¡1, the tile ¡⊥1 creates no problem.
• The second case concerns T⊥1 :T1 id2−→T1 id2. It allows for observing that two processes
have a common cause, but since inactive processes can always be spawned by
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structural equivalence, the information is not important until some action is executed
by the two processes. But when an action is executed we are indeed interested in
observing the causes. Hence, also T⊥1 creates no problem.
• The third case concerns ∇⊥1 :∇1 id1−→∇1 id1. It allows for observing that a certain process
has two causes, but since new causes are introduced only by the execution of certain
events, this information could have been as well retrieved when observing the last
action which spawned the process.
The tiles ¡1 , T

1 and ∇1 allow only for moving to con,gurations some information
which has already been observed, and therefore cannot a6ect tile bisimilarity.
We emphasize that one of the advantages with respect to [33] is that our approach
for weak bisimilarity not only de,nes a concurrent (and causal) abstract semantics,
but, thanks to Proposition 40, it also yields a truly concurrent operational machinery,
which is analogous to that of Petri nets.
4. Related work
Summarizing the results, the combined use of connectors and tile logic allows us:
(1) to de,ne a causal and concurrent semantics for WS-BPP(1,P) processes; (2) to ex-
press the semantics via two straightforward operational rules, with causal dependencies
automatically handled by the theory of (dynamic) connectors; (3) to have at disposal
a concurrent operational machine instead of just a denotational model; (4) to recast
our case study inside a more general concurrent framework, which is parametric with
respect to the theory of connectors, and thus suitable for embedding and comparing
di6erent systems, models and logics.
Our metamodel, and its instantiation to the case study of WS-BPP(1,P) processes, gives
evidence of the analogy between names and events, and provides a uniform framework
for both. Moreover, di6erent kind of names can be distinguished, if necessary: it suJces
to have many di6erent sorts, one for each name kind.
We think that the case study in Section 3 further motivates our approach, illustrating
the novelties with respect to other previous results in the literature. In fact, it allows
for having, for the ,rst time to our knowledge, at the same time:
(a) states with structural axioms Wa la CHAM for parallel composition;
(b) a concurrent operational semantics.
(c) partial orders of observed events (in the style of causal trees);
(d) a weak abstract semantics with automatic propagation of causal dependencies due
to invisible internal actions;
It is also worth noting that these features arise naturally from the choice of dy-
namic connectors. A comparison with other well-known LTS-based and reduction-based
approaches can be sketched as follows:
(i) CHAM is apt for structural axioms like associativity, commutativity and identity of
parallel composition, but it is less suited for abstract observational semantics;
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(ii) Causal trees and located calculi [33,9] o6er a truly concurrent denotational se-
mantics, but not a concurrent machine (the underlying LTS relies on actions inter-
leaving);
(iii) In comparison with other approaches focusing on time–space issues of concurrency
in process algebras (e.g., [8] that reconciles three noninterleaving semantics for
CCS, respectively, based on permutation equivalence, 0ow event structures and a
special kind of Petri nets called 0ow nets), here we de,ne a concurrent operational
model, where guarded recursion is dealt with a compact state representation and
where 9 actions are invisible;
(iv) the extended labels of the LTS for taking care of locations and events are automat-
ically generated by the tile framework, in a systematic way, which is especially
convenient for de,ning the weak semantics (where 9 actions disappears, but not
their in0uence on the history and distribution of the system).
The last point is particularly relevant, because location names are not important
(only the links to them matter) and fresh locations can be generated concurrently.
As a consequence, we neither need to consider side-conditions and renaming of idle
components in the inference rules of the LTS (e.g., for avoiding name clashes), nor
to de,ne specialized notions of bisimulation (e.g., where certain moves are not to be
simulated because fresh location names are generated that already appear in the other
process).
Let us now discuss analogies and di6erences with other applications of tiles in the
literature.
In [40], ad hoc tile systems have been de,ned for located CCS [71] and asynchronous
-calculus [54], whose con,gurations and observations are based on gs-monoidal struc-
tures. According to the de,nitions given in this paper (cf. Section 2), the tile systems
in [40] are just T-tile system, for T the theory of (co)gs-monoidal connectors (i.e., T
and ¡), and they can be straightforwardly recast in our metamodel. The application to -
calculus shows the use of two di6erent kinds of names, one for channel names, and one
for the events (analogous to the one used in our case study). Sharing and name passing
are then handled by many coordination rules (e.g., twelve ad hoc rules are needed for
action propagation), which extensively use connectors for modeling such features. Dy-
namic connectors allow for a simpler and systematic de,nition of coordination rules.
Moreover, the gs-monoidal structure is not suJcient to give a satisfactory account
of weak causal semantics, because many-to-many dependencies cannot be expressed
(∇ is missing).
Our case study encompasses the above limitation by introducing a richer relational-
like structure (and a standardization of coordination rules). We emphasize that the tile
system in [40] is an instance of our framework, and thus the techniques for name
mobility presented there can be easily transferred to and re-used in other models.
For example, though we cannot illustrate the issue here in full detail for space
limitations, name restriction can be modeled by introducing a suitable constructor M in
the signature together with operational rules analogous to those in [40].
Finally, let us mention the work in [19], where a higher-order 0avor of tiles (whose
models are cartesian closed double categories) is used to model the synchronous -
calculus. In that case, name creation and name passing are conveniently handled by the
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higher-order features of tiles, but the cartesian structure imposes naturality axioms on
connectors. An interesting issue would be to reconcile the theory of dynamic connectors
presented here with monoidal-closedness.
5. Conclusion
We have proposed a metamodel for concurrent semantics, where causal and spatial
aspects can be suitably analyzed. Our approach can be summarized by the formula
connectors + tiles = concurrent causal semantics:
The theory of connectors makes the framework parametric with respect to the way in
which the components of a distributed system can interact and communicate, i.e., with
respect to the network realization. The use of tile logic allows us to extend structural
connectors to the semantics in a uniform way. From this originates the terminology dy-
namic connectors. Connectors and tiles together, allow for “,ne tuning” our metamodel
around di6erent issues of interest.
The case study of weakly synchronized and distributed BPP(1,P) processes illustrates
the main steps of the methodology we are proposing:
(1) Fix the signature of con,gurations and the connectors needed for the particular
framework we model;
(2) Fix the signature of observation, but re-use the same connectors introduced for
con,gurations, or at most a closed subset of them; (steps (1) and (2) can be
iterated possibly many times for ,nding a common structure of connectors);
(3) De,ne the basic tiles of the system but, if necessary, go back to step (1) to change
the horizontal and vertical structures to suit the operational rules;
(4) Dynamic (two-dimensional) connectors are automatically added depending on the
choices at steps (1) and (2).
As a result, the system comes automatically equipped with a concurrent abstract
semantics, namely tile bisimilarity. Congruence proofs for such equivalence can be
either guaranteed by suitable formats for basic tiles, or obtained by slightly re,ning
the proof schemes in [45,12,59] (if necessary, we can always resort to the dynamic
tile bisimilarity of [21], characterizing the coarsest congruence which is also a tile
bisimulation). In particular, the tile decomposition property of [45] implies that tile
bisimilarity is a congruence but is often easier to prove, it is format-independent and
has been used with success in many cases. Analogous to the auxiliary tiles of [21],
dynamic connectors can be conveniently used in graphical proofs (tile pastings) of tile
decomposition.
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